ABSTRACT Although the distribution of frequencies of genes influencing quantitative traits is important to our understanding of their genetic basis and their evolution, direct information from laboratory experiments is very limited. In theory, different models of selection and mutation generate different predictions of frequency distributions. When a large population at mutation-selection balance passes through a rapid bottleneck in size, the frequency distribution of genes is dramatically altered, causing changes in observable quantities such as the mean and variance of quantitative traits. We investigate the gene frequency distribution of a population at mutation-selection balance under a joint-effect model of real stabilizing and pleiotropic selection and its redistribution and thus changes of the genetic properties of metric and fitness traits after the population passes a rapid bottleneck and expands in size. If all genes that affect the trait are neutral with respect to fitness, the additive genetic variance (V A ) is always reduced by a bottleneck in population size, regardless of their degree of dominance. For genes that have been under selection, V A increases following a bottleneck if they are (partially) recessive, while the dominance variance increases substantially for any degree of dominance. With typical estimates of mutation parameters, the joint-effect model can explain data from laboratory experiments on the effect of bottlenecking on fitness and morphological traits, providing further support for it as a plausible mechanism for maintenance of quantitative genetic variation.
T HE effective size of a natural population is an imcan bring about dramatic changes in the genetic properportant parameter in determining its genetic and ties of the population. As a population shrinks in size, evolutionary processes. It may fluctuate substantially gene frequencies disperse and homozygote frequencies rather than maintain a large and constant value as asincrease, resulting in consequent changes in other gesumed in many models. The changes in the mean and netic properties such as the means and variances of variability of fitness and other metric traits when a large fitness and other quantitative traits. In laboratory experipopulation at equilibrium suffers a sudden decrease in ments, the genetic variance is observed to increase drasize (a "bottleneck") are important to the understandmatically for life-history traits that are closely related to ing of nonequilibrium natural populations with frefitness (Ló pez-Fanjul and Villaverde 1989; García quent bottlenecks or extinction and recolonization. et al. 1994; Fernández et al. 1995; Meffert 1995) and Laboratory experiments have been carried out to study to decrease for morphological traits (Ló pez-Fanjul et al. the impact of population bottlenecks (Frankham 1981; Wade et al. 1996; Whitlock and Fowler 1999; Bryant et al. 1986; Ló pez-Fanjul and Villaverde 1989; Saccheri et al. 2001) immediately after a brief period Ló pez- Fanjul et al. 1989; García et al. 1994 ; Fernández of inbreeding or bottlenecking. Two hypotheses have et Meffert 1995; Wade et al. 1996 ; Fowler been proposed to explain the increased genetic variance and Whitlock 1999; Whitlock and Fowler 1999; Sacfollowing bottlenecks: dominance (Robertson 1952; cheri et al. 2001; Roff 2002) , providing data that are Willis and Orr 1993) and epistasis of gene action (see useful in our understanding of the impact of bottlenecks Goodnight 1988; Ló pez-Fanjul et al. 2002) , i.e., interand in testing for genetic models of the maintenance actions within and between loci, respectively. For viabilof genetic variation in populations.
ity in Drosophila, the observed increase in additive geExperiments show that a sudden decrease in populanetic variance (V A ) and the appearance of inbreeding tion size, due to either artificial selection or a bottleneck, depression after a bottleneck can be explained by mutation-selection balance (MSB), assuming values of the mutation parameters estimated from empirical studies 1 Our recent investigations (Zhang and Hill 2002 ; mutant effects on the metric trait is assumed to be symmetrical about zero and effects a and s are assumed to Zhang et al. 2004) show that a joint-effect model of pleiotropic and real stabilizing selection provides a plaube independent, but |a | and hЈ, and s and h, are both assumed to be negatively correlated in accordance with sible explanation for the high levels of genetic variance observed for quantitative traits under strong apparent empirical data (Caballero and Keightley 1994) . In this article, both fitness traits (e.g., viability) and metric stabilizing selection in natural populations. An effective way to further test the validity of the joint-effect model traits (e.g., morphology) are considered, with the latter related to fitness only through real stabilizing selection is to consider the change of genetic architecture due to a sudden change in demography of the population (e.g., acting directly on the trait. At mutation-selection balance, it is assumed the mean fitness is expected to rea bottleneck). One key assumption of the joint-effect model, as that of Turelli (1985) , is that mutant alleles main the same. Frequencies of genes of large effect cannot increase substantially due to strong selection, while under strong selection are always very rare, so that a severe reduction in population size causes such mutants the reduction in fitness due to fixation of genes of small effect may be counteracted by the fixation of some rare either to become instantly quite common or to be lost from the populations. Such a dramatic change in gefavorable genes. Thus the mutation model can be considered as a fixed model (Ohta and Tachida 1990) . netic architecture makes the degree of nonadditivity of gene action an important parameter in controlling the In the absence of epistasis, the stationary distribution of allele frequency at the steady state of accumulation and behavior of the genetic system. A comparison of the substantial quantity of experimental data on the effect loss of mutations is given by Kimura's (1969) diffusion approximation, of a bottleneck on genetic variance with predictions based on the joint-effect model enables a further check
on its validity.
Previous theoretical studies of the effects of populawhere is the haploid genome-wide mutation rate; x is tion bottlenecks using models including dominance the frequency of a mutant gene with effects (a, hЈ, s, h) have either considered a single locus (Robertson 1952;  segregating in the population [1/2N Յ x Յ 1 Ϫ 1/2N], Willis and Orr 1993) or assumed an equilibrium popu-G(x) ϭ exp{2N e ͐ x 0 s()d}; the probability of ultimate lation under a pure pleiotropic model without real stabifixation of a mutant with initial frequency x is u(x) ϭ lizing selection (Wang et al. 1998) . In this article, we ͐
and the overall selection coefficient generalize the results to assume a population at MSB s determines the change in mean frequency through under the joint-effect model of pleiotropic and real ⌬x ϭ Ϫx(1 Ϫ x)s/2. In the joint-effect model, the overall stabilizing selection at many loci (Zhang and Hill 2002;  selection coefficient is Zhang et al. 2004 ) and predict the changes in mean s ϭ 2s[h ϩ (1 Ϫ 2h)x] and variability of fitness and other metric traits expected after a rapid bottleneck in population size and subse-ϩ a 2 4V s,r {4hЈ 2 Ϫ 2x[1 Ϫ (1 Ϫ 2hЈ) 2 (1 Ϫ 2x) 2 quent rapid increase in size. These predicted changes are compared with available observations from different Ϫ 4(1 Ϫ 2hЈ)(1 ϩ hЈ)(1 Ϫ x)]} experiments.
(2) Zhang et al. 2004) .
MODEL AND METHODS
For some special situations, the gene frequency distriThe base population: A random mating population bution in a large equilibrium population can be dealt of N diploid (monoecious) individuals is assumed to with analytically. For a neutral gene (i.e., V s,r → ∞ and have an effective size N e and be at Hardy-Weinberg equis ϭ 0), its frequency distribution depends on the mutalibrium. Following the notation and analysis of Zhang tion rate and the genetic drift caused by finite populaet al. (2004) , it is assumed that, relative to a homozygote tion size and is of the preexisting wild-type allele, mutants have a selec-φ(x) neutral ϭ 4N e /x. (1a) tive disadvantage due to their pleiotropic effect on fitness of s in homozygotes and sh in heterozygotes and For a mutant gene strongly selected against (i.e., Ns ӷ 1), have effects on the metric trait of interest a in homozyits frequency distribution can be approximated by gotes and ahЈ in heterozygotes. In the equilibrium base population, selection acts on the locus both as a direct
pleiotropic effect on fitness and through real stabilizing (1b) selection of strength V s,r on the metric trait. No overdomin which the overall selective value is approximated by inance, no epistasis, and no linkage disequilibrium in the base population are assumed. Both mutational efs ϭ 2hs ϩ (2hЈa) 2 /4V s,r (2Ј) fects and their degrees of dominance vary among loci and are assumed to follow a quadrivariate distribution (Zhang et al. 2004) . If the effects of the mutant on the metric trait are large and real stabilizing selection is P(a, hЈ s, h). For simplicity, the marginal distribution of strong (i.e., V s,r is small), the gene frequency distribution where
are the fitness depends on both real stabilizing selection and pleiotropic selection; otherwise its pleiotropic effects on fitness reductions due to the pleiotropic and real stabilizing selection against a mutant with effects a, hЈ, s, h, and (direct selection) determine the distribution. Mutants that are (partially) recessive for fitness in heterozygotes of frequency x, respectively. With strong selection, the mean fitness due to pleiotropic effects can be approxihave a chance to build up to intermediate frequencies, especially in a small population because selection is not mated by e Ϫ for complete recessives and e Ϫ2 for others (Haldane 1937) . It should be noted that the multiplicavery effective in eliminating them (Zhang et al. 2004) . The total number of segregating loci is given by tive model in general generates epistasis (Wade et al. 2001) on the linear scale, but such epistatic interaction hЈ, s, h)P(a, hЈ, s, h )dhdsdhЈdadx is negligible except for genes of very large effect. Population after bottlenecking: Assume that a num-(from Kimura 1969) . The gene frequency distribution ber of replicate lines of size N F are drawn at random conditional on its effect on the metric trait, from a large equilibrium population (i.e., the base population). After one generation of reproduction at size N F ,
each line is assumed to expand immediately to a large size with random mating so that no subsequent inbreeddepends greatly on the mutational effect distribution ing or genetic drift occurs and the population is restored P (a, hЈ, s, h) . Distributions (1) and (3) are L-shaped. In to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We assume no selection practice, as we can identify genes only by whether they during and immediately after the bottleneck in populaincrease or decrease the metric trait, rather than by tion size and ignore for the time being linkage disequiwhether or not they are mutant genes, the distribution librium induced by the bottleneck. Therefore we can of gene frequency with respect to the metric trait is use binomial sampling to obtain the redistribution of U-shaped, under the assumption of symmetrical positive mutant frequencies. The probability that a mutant has and negative effects of mutants on it. From this perspecn copies (for n ϭ 0, 1, . . . , 2N F ) in bottlenecked populative, the frequency distribution of a neutral gene can tions such that its frequency is n/2N F is given by equivalently be written as 2N e /[x(1 Ϫ x)] (Crow and Kimura 1970). For fitness, the distribution is always
The expectation I f of an arbitrary function f (x; a, hЈ, (Crow and Kimura 1970; Wang et al. 1998 ). Bottles, h) with respect to the equilibrium distribution φ(x) for necking disperses the gene frequencies around their a mutant gene is given by I f ϭ ͐ 1/2N 1Ϫ1/2N φ(x |a, hЈ, s, h) ϫ means: the deleterious genes will be lost from many f(x; a, hЈ, s, h)dx. The corresponding measurable quanloci and increased in frequency at others, such that the tity, summing over all loci, is obtained by the integraaverage frequency of those remaining segregating is tion of increased substantially. For strongly selected mutants in hЈ, s, h)P(a, hЈ, s, h) dadhЈdsdh. the equilibrium base population, the average frequency of those still segregating jumps to a little over 1/2N F , (4) while segregating neutral genes have one, two, and three The following quantities are useful in evaluating the copies with probabilities 55, 27, and 18%, respectively, bottleneck effect,
; and their expectations With this new distribution of gene frequencies, the are given subscripts 0 or F to refer to the base or bottleexpectation of any quantity f(x) after bottlenecking is necked populations, respectively. To simplify subseevaluated as quent formulas, d ϭ 2h Ϫ 1 and dЈ ϭ 2hЈ Ϫ 1 are used to represent the dominance effects. The expressions for
additive variance (V A ), dominance variance (V D ), and genetic variance (V G ) contributed by a mutant gene with and other parameters are obtained by substituting I f,F effects (a, hЈ, s, h) in the equilibrium base population in (4). After a bottleneck of one generation, binomial are listed in Table 1. sampling (Equation 5 ) gives The total number of segregating mutants at mutationselection-drift balance [i.e., L 0 ϭ E(I fϭ1 )] is approxi- (Kimura 1969) in the extreme cases of neutral and strongly selected genes, respectively; otherwise, L 0 lies be- (cf. Robertson 1952; Silvela 1980) , where 
Similar expressions for a fitness trait can be obtained by replacing a and dЈ ϭ 2hЈ Ϫ 1 by s and d ϭ 2h Ϫ 1, respectively. Here Table 1) . 2002, 2003) . After the bottleneck, the additive genetic variance beDue to sampling, there will be variance among replicomes, as a proportion of V A0 , cate bottleneck lines in both the mean performance of each line (described by the between-line variance, V BF )
and the additive genetic variance within each line [de-(8) scribed by V(V AF )]. Intuitively, both can be large if rare recessive genes mainly determine performance (see FigAs 
2 ϭ p(1 Ϫ 0.5) since bottlenecking largely reduces the negative p)(1 Ϫ f 1 ), and the expression for V BF can be obtained contributions (especially the item containing C 0 ). Even (see Table 1 ). If genes act additively, V BF ϭ V A0 /N F (Crow for partial recessive mutants (hЈ Ͻ 0.5), the change in V A depends on the relative values of H 0 , C 0 , and K 0 , and Kimura 1970). Variance among bottlenecked lines which in turn depend on the dynamic process in the in additive variance is defined as
] Ϫ base population. In the extreme case of a bottleneck of
. For lines that pass through one generation of two individuals, (8) reduces to a bottleneck of two individuals, the expression for V(V AF ) is obtained (see Table 2 ). For the additive cases,
/512 (cf. Avery and Hill
1977; see also the appendix).
On the basis of his analysis of single recessive genes, Robertson (1952) concluded: "If the recessives are at Figure 1a shows that bottlenecking can increase V A from low frequency, the variation within lines increases . . ." (partially) recessive mutants, the amount of increase depending on both the degree of dominance and the (see also Willis and Orr 1993) . Many genes control initial frequencies of mutants (Willis and Orr 1993) .
quantitative traits and their frequencies in natural popuIf the mutant gene has an initial frequency Ͼ0.43, howlations must follow distributions that depend on the ever, V A contributed by it always falls, regardless of its demographic and dynamic processes as discussed above dominance. The dominance variance becomes, as a proand that we need to consider. In this study, overdomiportion of V D0 , nance and epistasis are ignored. Epistasis may play a role in the maintenance of genetic variance in an equi-
librium population and in their changes after bottlenecks (Goodnight 1988; Gavrilets and De Jong 1993 
Naciri-Graven and Goudet 2003). However, evidence for epistasis affecting a quantitative trait is scarce (Barton and Turelli 1989; Barton and Keightley 2002) and the epistatic variance, when found, is often small relative to V A (e.g., Paterson et al. 1990) . At least epistasis is not the primary cause of an increase in V A following bottlenecks (Ló pez-Fanjul et al. 2002) . Although overdominance may be important in some situations in the maintenance of genetic variation and in causing inbreeding depression, it is unlikely to be common (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1999). For simplicity, we also ignore linkage disequilibrium induced by the bottleneck, but its effects on changes in genetic parameters are summarized in the appendix and reviewed in the discussion. In what follows, we obtain analytical approximations for extreme situations and then use singlelocus Monte Carlo simulation (Zhang et al. 2004 ) to explore more general situations. Finally we compare the theoretical predictions of our model, using typical estimates of mutation and selection parameters, with laboratory experimental data on the bottleneck effect.
ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATIONS
Let us consider first the situation where all mutant genes have the same dominance coefficient and are either neutral or strongly selected against, using diffusion theory to obtain approximations for genetic parameters in a large equilibrium population and then their changes due to a bottleneck of two individuals.
Neutrality: Under the assumption of neutrality, we consider only traits that are not associated with fitness. If the base population is at mutation-drift balance, the following diffusion approximations hold: H 0 ϭ 4N e and C 0 ϭ K 0 ϭ (4/3)N e , valid for any degree of dominance (Kimura 1969) . With these approximations, expressions for genetic variances before and after a bottleneck of two individuals can be obtained (see Table 2 dominance (this still holds even in the case of dominance and epistasis; see Ló pez-Fanjul et al. 2002 , whereas that for additive variance, 
Basic properties: neutrality (i.e., V s,r → ∞ and s ϭ 0) Equilibrium population Bottlenecked population
Basic properties: strong selection Equilibrium population Bottlenecked population As shown in inequality (10), the maximum of cv (V AF ) size N e ϭ 10 4 and genome-wide mutation rate ϭ 0.1, the maximum of cv(V AF ) is 0.036 if 4 ϭ 3 (e.g., normally increases with leptokurtosis of mutational effects and distributed effects) and 0.10 if 4 ϭ 23.4 [e.g., mutational decreases with effective size of the base population and effects follow a reflected gamma ( 1 ⁄ 4 ) distribution]. Even the mutation rate. For a base population of effective allowing for the variation in V A among the bottlenecked lines, it may not be possible for V A within a line to increase following a bottleneck of two individuals under the assumption of realistic values of rate and effect of mutations. However, if the contribution due to linkage disequilibrium induced by a bottleneck is included, cv(V AF ) can be much larger, especially just after bottlenecking (see Avery and Hill 1977; also appendix) and therefore V AF in a bottlenecked line may have at least a transitory chance of exceeding V A0 . Strong selection: First we consider partially recessive mutant genes for fitness. If 2Ns ӷ 1, the diffusion approximations (Kimura 1969) show that H 0 ϭ C 0 ϭ 4/s and K 0 ϭ 4/(Ns 2 ) ϭ H 0 /Ns with the effective selection coefficient s given by (2Ј), while the expectations of higher moments are zero, due to the rarity of mutant genes under strong selection (see Zhang et al. 2004) .
Let the additive variance for the metric trait after a bottleneck of two individuals be V AF,T . Under strong recessive mutant for the metric trait appears almost exclusively in heterozygotes in the base population; if
it survives bottlenecking, however, its frequency rises to or cv(V AF,W ) Ϸ 2 √hs p / for a gamma ( 1 ⁄ 2 ) distribution. [For at least 1 ⁄4, and it contributes substantially to variability. the metric trait, simple approximations like (13) and (14) Equivalently, the "effective" dominance of (partially) have not been obtained.]
recessive mutants increases to ĥЈ ϭ √3(2hЈ ϩ 1)/4. InIn nature, a bottleneck in population size may usually tegrating over all loci using (4), we can predict the accompany or be induced by a change in environment contribution of all loci (see Table 2 
(11) metric trait are assumed to be symmetric and appear more or less additive such that fitness due to stabilizing selection Bottlenecking increases V A,T when hЈ Ͻ 0.38 (cf. Willis on the metric trait changes little following a bottleneck. and Orr 1993) and such an increase is substantial as Most of the reduction in fitness is due to the direct effects hЈ approaches 0 (see Figure 2) , very different from the of mutants on fitness, so we need consider only these. above neutral gene case. The between-line variance is Under strong selection (2Ns ӷ 1), E F (x 2 ) ϭ /2s and H F ϭ 3/s approximately, so the mean fitness due solely to
(15) in the base population (see Figure 2 ). Under strong selection and with (partial) recessivity, changes in V AF,T
The inbreeding depression in terms of the number of and V BF,T differ dramatically from the predictions for lethal equivalents is thus approximated by additive genes. Equations 11 and 12 are also valid for fitness traits by replacing hЈ by h. If the mutant gene acts additively, there is no inbreeding because (partially) recessive genes are found predomidepression and the mean fitness after the bottleneck renantly in heterozygotes (Zhang et al. 2004) . Because mains the same as in the large base population, exp(Ϫ2) bottlenecking can dramatically increase the frequencies (Haldane 1937) . Inbreeding depression increases with of some mutant genes, V D,W may increase accordingly.
the degree of recessivity and the number of mutant If there is much stronger pleiotropic selection than real genes. [Stabilizing selection on the metric trait could stabilizing selection (i.e., 2hs ӷ (2hЈa) 2 /4V s,r , hence s Ϸ increase inbreeding depression more than indicated by 2hs) the dominance variance of the fitness trait following (16), as its mean may change away from its optimum a bottleneck is approximated by value due to genetic drift.] V DF,W ϭ (9/32)(2Nhs p )V D0,W , (13) Now consider completely recessive mutant genes for fitness, which, with strong selection, are at low frequency, where s p is the mean pleiotropic effect of mutations on √u/s approximately (Haldane 1927) . With approximafitness. Thus the dominance variance increases substan- Figure 4f ). When the pleiotropic effects of mutations follow a gamma (␤) distribution, intensity for partially recessive mutants but proportional to selection intensity for completely recessive mutants. we have genetic parameters after a bottleneck are nearly independent of their degrees of dominance. As selection increases, mutant genes of large effects within the equilibrium base population become rare, magnifying the differences in bottleneck effect caused by degrees of dominance (Figure 4 , a-f). For partially recessive genes under strong (Ns p Ն 100) or very weak (Ns p Յ 1) selection, predictions from the diffusion approximation are close to those from simulations. As the selection coefficient becomes larger, mean fitness reduces while the number of lethal equivalents (B W ), relative increase in additive variance (V AF,W /V A0,W ), dominance variance (V DF,W / V D0,W ), between-line variance (V BF,W /V A0,W ), and the CV of additive variance [cv(V AF,W )] increase. These results are similar to those from the pure pleiotropic selection model (Figure 4 of Wang et al. 1998) .
Completely recessive mutant genes behave quite dif- Wang et al. 1998; Davies et al. 1999) . The effects on distribution, however, some mutant genes with large effects on the metric trait can be found at high frequenthe metric trait for both classes of mutants follow the reflected gamma ( 1 ⁄4) distribution and their dominance cies so that V G,T increases without bound as population size increases (Keightley and Hill 1990 et al. 2001) , this distribution for s predicts that 71% of mutants are detectable and these have mean pleiotropic to check the validity of the above analytical approximations. We first assume mutant genes have constant domieffect s * P ϭ 0.1. The dominance coefficient h for nonlethal mutations is also assumed to vary inversely and nance coefficients but varying effects on the metric trait and varying pleiotropic effects on fitness. Figure 4 gives exponentially with s, but constrained by h Յ hЈ and h Ն 0.03 to ensure that the deleterious mutants are less simulation results for a range of selection intensities and results from diffusion approximations for the cases recessive than lethals (Zhang et al. 2004 ). If h is assumed to be 0.3, the detectable and "realized" value (h*) is less of neutrality and strong selection. For nearly neutral mutant genes, their contributions to the changes in than this. Simulation results were obtained by averaging The base equilibrium population has effective size 10 increasingly so with decreasing h. It is striking that a population passing a rapid bottleneck can have abunChange in the fitness trait: Assuming hЈ ϭ 0.5 and ϭ 0.3 for nonlethal mutations, the simulation results dant variance in fitness: V AF,W Ϸ 0.14, V DF,W Ϸ 0.16, and V BF,T Ϸ 0.033, nearly the same for each h investigated. for different mean dominance coefficients h are listed in Table 4 . With these parameters, when h Ͼ 0.25
Prediction of the changes in genetic variance of a metric trait after a rapid bottleneck of two individuals as a function of the mean dominance of mutational effects on the metric trait
The absolute magnitude of variation in the fitness traits following a bottleneck is determined mainly by the (and thus h* Ͼ 0.15), our model can predict values of the equilibrium additive variance in the fitness trait that strength of selection and the number of mutant genes, while the degrees of dominance affect mostly their are compatible with the typical estimate of 0.005 (Charles -TABLE 4 Prediction of changes in genetic variance in the fitness trait after a rapid bottleneck of two individuals as a function of the mean dominance of mutational effect on the fitness trait Average dominance coefficient for mutational effect on the metric trait is 0.5; other parameters are as in Table 3 Mutation parameters are ϭ 0.3, hЈ ϭ 0.5, and h ϭ 0.3 (with the detectable average h* ϭ 0.2), and other parameters are as in Table 3 . x, average mutant frequency at segregating loci (overall average x 0 ϭ 0.0085 and x F ϭ 0.33); h, average dominance coefficient for fitness; M (%), percentage of mutants generated each generation; L (%), percentage of segregating loci; V A,T (%), percentage contributed to V A,T by mutants of this class of effect, and similarly for other components; v, mean fitness caused by each class of mutant (overall mean fitness is the product of the fitness over classes); B W , inbreeding depression caused by each class of mutants.
changes relative to their equilibrium values. The vari-0.06 and 0.03%, respectively, in the equilibrium population of size 10 4 (Table 5 ). Some 19% of new mutants ance among bottlenecked lines in additive variance is substantial and increases relative to V A0,W when h deare under relatively weak pleiotropic selection (Ns p Յ 50) and have an average frequency of 2.6%. About 30% creases. The mean fitness in the base population is determined mainly by the mutation rate, given by exp(Ϫ2) of segregating mutants have Ns p Ͼ 500 because they are highly recessive, another ‫%03ف‬ of segregating mutants (Haldane 1937) , although there is a small decrease from 0.55 to 0.52 as h increases from 0.1 to 0. Hence if mutational effects on the trait and fitness, a genetic variances before and after bottlenecking (Table 5). As real stabilizing selection is weak relative to and s, are assumed to be independently distributed, the mutant genes that determine the additive and domipleiotropic selection, classes of mutants are divided according to the magnitude of Ns p . nance variation in fitness are different from those that determine the corresponding variances in the metric The average dominance coefficient of each class of mutants decreases with increasing pleiotropic selection, trait. It is therefore sufficient to focus only on nonlethal mutants to investigate the maintenance of quantitative i.e., mutants of larger pleiotropic effect appear more recessive, as assumed in the model. Although 37% of genetic variation (see Zhang et al. 2004) .
As mutants under stronger selection that survive a new mutants have Ns p Ͼ 500 and an additional 9% are lethal, they segregate at very low frequencies, averaging bottleneck undergo greater increase in their frequen- Average dominance coefficient for mutational effect on the metric trait and fitness is hЈ ϭ 0.5 and h ϭ 0.3 (with the detectable average h* ϭ 0.2), respectively; other parameters are as in Table 3. cies, the reduction in fitness (inbreeding depression)
for deleterious mutants but a fixed rate (0.03) for lethals are listed in Table 6 . With an increase in the following a bottleneck is due mostly to very deleterious (Ns p Ͼ 500) and lethal mutants. Much of the increase mutation rate, values of genetic variance components in both the equilibrium base population and the botin V A,W and V D,W is due to lethal mutants as bottlenecking increases the relative contribution of lethal mutants tlenecked populations increase, but the relative changes in V AF,W /V A0,W , V DF,W /V D0,W , V BF,W /V A0,W , and V DF,T /V D0,T deand decreases that of deleterious mutants (Table 5) . Changes in mean fitness and variance in fitness are closely crease a lot and in V AF,T /V A0,T and V BF,T /V A0,T decrease slightly due to bottlenecking. That is, for higher , high related (cf. García et al. 1994; Wang et al. 1998) , for variation between bottlenecked lines [both V BF,W and variances in the base and bottlenecked populations but low relative increases in these variances following a bot-V(V AF,W )] is contributed mostly by rare lethals and very deleterious mutants. Although the majority of the segretleneck are expected. This reflects the fact that, as increases, nonlethal mutants become common and imgating mutants ‫)%68ف(‬ are of the smallest pleiotropic effects (Ns p Ͻ 50), they contribute little to the change portant in relation to lethals and thus the effect of genetic drift weakens on the parameters that were deterin variance in fitness.
The relative contribution to additive variance in the mined mainly by nonlethals. Thus with an increasing mutation rate, V(V AF,T ), which is mostly determined by metric trait (V A,T ) of each class of mutants is nearly the same in the bottlenecked and base populations, and nonlethals, decreases, while V(V AF,W ), predominantly controlled by lethals (see Table 5 ), remains approxithose to V BF,T are similarly distributed. However, the relative contribution to the dominance variance of the mately the same. If mutants are infrequent, say Յ 0.10, V(V AF,T ) is so high that there are likely to be bottlenecked metric trait (V D,T ) after the bottleneck from mutants of smallest pleiotropic effect is reduced. The increase in lines with an increase in V A in the metric trait, even for hЈ ϭ 0.5 (cf. Avery and Hill 1977). With a large , V D,T is due to the dramatic increase in frequencies of segregating mutants. The variation between lines for however, the mean fitness reduces and the inbreeding depression increases. the metric trait [both V BF,T and V(V AF,T )] is contributed primarily by very common mutants with the smallest Impact of a correlation between |a | and s: For a metric trait that is correlated with fitness, such as life history, pleiotropic effects (64 and 79%, respectively) and secondarily by rare lethals and very deleterious mutants it is biologically plausible that mutational effects on the trait and fitness are correlated (see Keightley and Hill (18 and 9%, respectively) . As the mutational effects on the metric trait are assumed to follow a highly leptokur-1990), which for a symmetrically distributed metric trait implies a correlation between |a | and s. Such a cortic distribution [reflected gamma ( Tables 3-6 , mutants having a large effect on the metric trait are relation can reduce the variance of the metric traits although it has little influence on the fitness trait. In uncommon, but results (not shown here) confirm that most V BF,T and V(V AF,T ) is contributed by such mutants. particular, as the correlation increases, mutant genes that control the fitness trait play a more important role Effect of mutation rate: For h ϭ 0.3 and hЈ ϭ 0.5, simulation results for different values of the mutation rate in determining the variability in the metric trait. The variance of the metric trait is thereby reduced, as mutant tants would be detected if mutant effects have an overall mean of s p ϭ 0.073 and are distributed as gamma ( 1 ⁄ 2 ). genes of large pleiotropic effects on fitness remain at low frequencies (see also Zhang et al. 2004) . For exGiven the means for detectable mutants, h* ϭ 0.2, s* P ϭ 0.1 (García-Dorado et al. 2004) , andhЈ ϭ 0.5 and ample, let us assume that effects of nonlethal mutations have a correlation coefficient, ϭ cov(|a |, s)/ ϭ 0.3, the joint-effect model predicts (Tables 3 and  4 . The model also variate gamma distribution with corr(|a |, s) ϭ was predicts the mean fitness v 0 ϭ 0.52, which is somewhat constructed using algorithm GTVR (Schmeiser and Lai below observations (Wang et al. 1998) . Following a bot-1982). Consider the example listed in Table 5: (Table 4) , however, conforms to the empirical evitive to the base population, with a CV Ϸ 16-32%, which implies V DF,T /V D0,T Ϸ 0.8-2.1 if the residual variance is dence (Lynch and Walsh 1998, Chap. 10) . With a large dominance coefficient, say h ϭ 0.36 and h* ϭ 0.25, due mainly to the dominance variance. Saccheri et al. (2001) , using Bicyclus anynana to study the effects of however, our predictions of V AF,W /V A0,W and for V BF,W /V A0,W and B W are in good agreement with empirical data (see bottlenecks of 2, 6, and 20 individuals on wing pattern characters and wing size, also found decreases in V A , Table 4 ). If the overall rate of nonlethal mutations is small, say which were not significantly different from the neutral additive model. For viability, López-Fanjul and colleagues ϭ 0.1, then V A0,W ϭ 0.0035 is slightly lower and V AF,W / V A0,W Ϸ 32 Ϯ 13 and V BF,W /V A0,W Ϸ 6.9 are slightly higher found that V AF,W /V A0,W Ϸ 1.6-14.9 and V BF,W /V A0,W Ϸ 0.7-3.9 following a bottleneck of two individuals in D. melanogaster than observations, but B Ϸ 1.5 agrees well with empirical data (Table 6 ). In such a situation, the variation among and Tribolium castaneum (Ló pez-Fanjul and Villaverde 1989; García et al. 1994; Fernández et al. 1995 ; see also bottlenecked lines in additive variance of the metric trait V(V AF,T ) is large, and a further amount is contributed review by Wang et al. 1998) . The empirical data show that across wide species and populations, the inbreeding by disequilibrium (see appendix) such that in some bottlenecked lines V A might increase even if the average depression in terms of lethal equivalents is in the range from 0.1 to 5.4 (Lynch and Walsh 1998, Chap. 10) .
V A decreases (cf. Bryant et al. 1986; Fowler and Whitlock 1999; Whitlock and Fowler 1999) . If is large, García-Dorado et al. (2004) reviewed experimental evidence and suggested that mutants of sufficient effect say 0.6, the variances V A0,W ϭ 0.012, V AF,W /V A0,W Ϸ 15 Ϯ 4, V BF,W /V A0,W Ϸ 3.5 and B W ϭ 4.7 are in agreement with to be detected (denoted *) in laboratory experiments must be such that * ‫ف‬ 0.1, s * P Ͼ 0.1, and h* ‫ف‬ 0.2. Exempirical data, but the mean fitness v 0 ϭ 0.3 of the base population seems lower than that observed (Wang et al. periments fail to detect mutations with small effects on fitness (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1998) . While V(V AF,T ) becomes small (see et al. 2001) . Consequently, two distinctive classes of mutants are assumed here, lethal and nonsize, the model predicts the changes in the mean and variance components of the metric and fitness traits that lethal, while their effects on the metric trait are assumed to be identical. With assumptions of effects and degree are compatible with experimental data.
In this study, two types of traits are assumed: a "fitness of dominance of mutants in accordance with empirical data on mutation parameters (Caballero and Keighttrait," which is closely related to overall fitness and thus under relatively strong selection, and a "metric trait," ley 1994; Lyman et al. 1996; Wang et al. 1998; Lynch et al. 1999; García-Dorado et al. 2004) , the joint-effect which is under relatively weak real stabilizing selection and is thus only loosely related to fitness. Hence the model predicts the changes in genetic variances of both the metric and fitness traits due to a rapid bottleneck of two traits are assumed not to be strongly correlated. To understand in terms of MSB models the levels of the two individuals. Namely there are decreases in additive variance and an increase in dominance variance (e.g., mean and genetic variances for both types of traits maintained in the equilibrium population and their changes residual variance) of metric traits and increases in additive variance of fitness traits. Those predictions are comcaused by a rapid bottleneck, knowledge of the effects and rates of mutations is very important. Direct and patible with data from bottleneck experiments (Fowler and Whitlock 1999; Whitlock and Fowler 1999; Sacaccurate information is lacking and most is based on a few model organisms such as Drosophila. García-cheri et al. 2001; Ló pez-Fanjul et al. 2003) . Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is induced by the bottleDorado et al. (2004) reviewed experimental evidence, suggesting that mutants detectable in laboratory experineck in population size. It has no effect on betweenline variance (V B ) and negligible effect on the expected ments have * ‫ف‬ 0.1, s* P Ͼ 0.1, and h* ‫ف‬ 0.2, different from those used by Wang et al. (1998) . As mutations with within-line variance (V A ) in quantitative traits that are determined by many loci (Avery and Hill 1977, 1979 ; small effects on fitness fail to be detected experimentally (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999; appendix) . (3) sampling of families used to estimate variance, e.g., they survived a bottleneck of two individuals, be at a frequency of 1 ⁄4 before selection rapidly decreased their the sample of sires for a half-sib analysis; and (4) The additive variances of the metric trait may be little affected since it is predicted to derive mostly from muin populations and with samples of finite size.
The distribution of gene frequency in the base poputants of small pleiotropic effects.
In conclusion, our analysis shows that mutant genes lation that is determined by the selection acting on the mutant genes has an important role in determining the that produce variability in fitness traits are quite different from those causing variability in metric traits that changes in parameters following a rapid bottleneck. Neutral mutant genes can occur at intermediate fre-
are not to be strongly correlated with fitness. Mutants of large pleiotropic effects on fitness, which are likely quencies in the equilibrium population and genetic variances contributed by them decline following a botto be highly recessive for fitness and segregate at very low frequencies in equilibrium populations, mainly detleneck regardless of their degree of dominance. The impact on the genetic variance of mutants with a deletermine the variance of fitness traits in equilibrium populations and the inbreeding depression and changes terious pleiotropic effect on fitness with bottlenecking depends greatly on their degree of dominance for fitin variance following a bottleneck. Mutants of small pleiotropic effects on fitness, which are at most partially ness (Figure 4) Those mutant alleles largely determine the properties of the metric traits (Zhang et al. 2004) . The joint-effect Deng et al. 2002) . More data are needed to establish the relationship between the effects and dominance of model of pleiotropic and real stabilizing selection is obviously itself a simplification in that epistasis and mutant genes to better investigate the maintenance of genetic variance within equilibrium populations and the other complications such as genotype ϫ environment interaction are ignored, but nevertheless provides an consequence of a population bottleneck.
Although we focus here on the effects of a rapid botinterpretation for observations on genetic variation in both fitness and metric traits maintained in natural poptleneck of two individuals, other numerous cases (e.g., one bottleneck of more individuals, two generations of ulations. Furthermore, with specific combinations of mutation parameters it can also predict the changes four individuals, . . .) can be analyzed in the same way. Under strong selection and with all mutant genes asobserved experimentally in genetic variance for both types of traits and in inbreeding depression after populasumed to have the same dominance coefficient, for example, the changes in additive and between-line varition bottlenecks. This investigation therefore provides further support to our conclusion that mutation-selecance after a bottleneck of N F individuals are given by
2 and tion balance is a simple and plausible mechanism for maintenance of quantitative genetic variation in natural
, respectively, using the formula listed in tions to the dominance variance in fitness (in which a involve LD. In the absence of dominance, the expectation of the variance is a second moment in gene frequencies, and hЈ are replaced by s and h in the above equations) and the variance of the variance a tractable fourth moment and a specific example. Assume a and s follow gamma (Avery and Hill 1977 
(an approximation to the loss through drift and recombination and the gain through drift from reduced heterwhere the first term is that for single loci ( , to obtain the expectation of the variance M Ͼ 10 and t Ͼ 3 in the example, LD contributes less of the sum of the contributions and assuming many loci than individual loci for the case of mammals.
as in ( 
